Company Profile

Carbaline,
an Italian creation
made by
precious details.

www.carbaline.it
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About us
Carbaline srl is an Italian company that has been working
for 40 years involving three family generations. It produces
creations of highest quality in perfumery and in giftitems. Always paying attention to wishes and continuous
technological changes, Carbaline assures elegance and
functionality of its product and it can identify the best
solution for customer’s needs. Thanks to a team of welltrained people, the Company can focus on new products
which will be competitive and captivating, according to
market demand but always respecting company values.
Luigina Verzini, has been working for 30 years in business
administration. Thanks to her experience, she offers
advice to the customer.
Marco Ascari, has a master degree in Jurisprudence.
He cares relations with customers and he also cares about
legal Company management.
Federico Ascari, has a master degree in Industrial Chemistry
and Cosmetic Science, he assures the quality and the standing
of the product.
Anna Ascari, majored in Communication Design, she cares
about the aesthetic quality of the product and about the
company communication.
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The third generation

Mariapia Magnanini,
Ascari in law, during the
‘70s, took over a
company in “Colognola
ai Colli” (Verona),
which one produced
naphthalene for cabinets
by using materials
derived from carbon.

Accompanied by her sons,
Mrs Ascari decided to keep
up to date and she begun
to extend the productive
line. In this way, after a
master degree in Industrial
Chemistry of her son
Guglielmo, Carbaline created
its first perfumed products.

Guglielmo Ascari had a feeling:
he bought some containers
of bottles from the Italian
Army, which were original
of the First World War and
he decided to use them for
Carbaline’s new products. The
extension of the headquarters
became necessary.

Guglielmo Ascari became
Executive Chief of Carbaline
and he was assisted by his
wife Luigina Verzini. They
ran the company together
through fruitful encounters
and challenging Italian,
European and extraEuropean collaborations.

Thanks to the various
collaborations, Guglielmo that
was the most creative person
of the Company, decided to
give a more contemporary
appearance to the product by
changing the style: from the
cork and ribbons to a more
minimal and basic line.

In 2012 the Company
suffered an important
mourning: Guglielmo died.
His wife Luigina and his
sons Marco, Federico and
then Anna, they decided
to carry on their father’s
creation by taking over
the Company.
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Mission, Value
and Vision
High quality ingredients and
a basic minimal design
characterize Carbaline products,
which are dedicated to people’s
care and house fragrance

Carbaline wants to satisfy retailers as
much as the final customer so that they
can have an Italian high quality product
which could perfume environments
and people by giving them a moment
of well-being and olfactory satisfaction. Made by the best
raw material and the Italian style, Carbaline products aim
to express the craftsmanship and “hand made” concept by
offering always new fragrances with reminding to national
perfume. By looking at the past, the Company goes toward the
future for obtaining a product which recalls the tradition but
at the same time, it shows a contemporary new profile.
Carbaline goals want to express core values to the fullest
and they do not want to give up products quality by offering
competitive prices.

Mission
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The first value which characterizing the
Company is the reliability. We believe that
this is the pillar for creating relationship of
mutual trust with customers. We could talk
about professionalism, which is essential for
a good work implementation; the initiative is necessary
for developing new ideas and to meet market requirements.
The technical knowledge to create product studied in great
detail and finally, the experience which is useful in every area.

Value

Our next scene aims the diffusion of
the “Made in Italy” value in cosmetics
and perfumery around the world.
The aspiration concerns to make known
Carbaline to small and also larger realities
that could help it to grow up and to preserve a continuous
updating. The Company wants to be recognizable for its value
and for its available high quality product.

Vision
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What we do

Carbaline is an Italian producer, which
attempts to listen customer’s needs by
offering its product and by studying
a new project together. Various
fragrances, several items for body-care
and for environmental aromatising
are created into the laboratory with
particular attention and related
technical. Always in contact with raw
material suppliers, boxes and bottles,
Carbaline deals with assembling
elements and packaging products,
by hand or with little equipment,
according the order size. Carbaline’s
team works on the packaging all along;
they have attention and precision for
offering the most harmonious profile
to the final product.
At the same time, they assure the
craftsmanship concept
of the italian Company.

home fragrances
with sticks

spray room
fragrances

freshener for
closets & drawers

scented water
for linen

soaps and
liquid soaps

body lotions, body
oils and scrub

bath salts

scented candles

bath foam

eau de toilette

eau de parfum

gift packages
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To whom we address
Carbaline clients are
retailers or dealers that
works in several areas:
from furniture store, to
herbalist shops, cosmetic
stores, hair salons, Spas,
clothing shops and hotel.
It is possible introducing
Carbaline products
everywhere; with the most
challenging product and the
most simple. Collaborations

with dealers are important
and particularly to foreign
countries. They contribute
to extend the “Made in
Italy” value in perfumery
scene outside of Italy.
Carbaline exports to 30
different countries and it
has an important experience
concerning documentation
and approved packaging for
the sale around the globe.

Where we sell?
Information concerning the period
from January 2013 to October 2016
• Italy
• France
• Switzerland
• Spain
• Portugal
• Germany
• Austria
• Belgium
• Netherlands
• Denmark
• Finland
• Swedish
• England
• Estonia

• Iceland
• Lithuania
• Romania
• Belarus
• Mauritius
• Morocco
• Kuwait
• Dubai
• New York
• Florida
• Japan
• Korea
• Taiwan
• Hong Kong

4
28

continents
countries

“Never before today,
in human history, such a
large number of individuals
were able to learn about
products, ideas and lives
of many other people”
Thomas L. Friedman
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Our events
“Being part of exhibitions allows us
to have a direct contact with our
customers and to built a trust
mutual relationship with them.”

Carbaline yearly takes part in national and international
expositions, which are perfect for promoting new products
and for discovering needs and new trends.
In these occasions, our customers shall come into contact
with our products and having an olfactory experience with
proposed fragrances. Every year, many different expositions
are taken into account but the most important are: “Maison &
Objet” in Paris (in January and in September) and “Cosmoprof”
in Bologna (in March and April).

Maison & Objet / Paris
This exposition takes place in Paris and this is a place
for encountering professional life stylist and it brings
together a complete offer, according different global market
requirements. Carbaline takes part in this event into the
perfumery field and house decoration by proposing all
its products.

Cosmoprof / Bologna
It is known as one of the most important events all around
the globe for the beauty field. In this occasion, Carbaline
proposes its products for house perfumery but also its
body-care items.
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The contacts
For further information, please do not hesitate
to contact us.
Tel. +39 045 7650210
Fax. +39 045 7650210
e-mail: carbaline@carbaline.it
info@carbaline.it
Address: Via Strà, 6 - 37030
Colognola ai Colli, Verona, Italy
Follow us on:

www.carbaline.it

www.carbaline.it

